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Remco Zwetsloot explores China’s approach to global technology talent competition. He describes China’s strategy to grow its science and technology talent as: 1) …

Global Governance versus Freedom and Free Enterprise

The ESG Risk Atlas provides a global relative positioning of sectors to environmental and social exposures and regional analysis of natural disaster risk, social standards, and governance standards. Risk Atlas sector and governance scores are ranked 1 (low exposure) to 6 (high exposure). The sector and regional ESG Risk Atlas provides the …
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Our global credentials We are Canada's first truly international law firm. We have more than 600 lawyers, patent and trademark agents in business law, litigation and disputes, intellectual property, and employment and labour, based in offices in Calgary, Montréal, Ottawa, Québec City, Toronto and Vancouver.
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The World Bank and the International Finance Corporation, collectively The World Bank Group, have provided this Global Solar Atlas in addition to a series of global, regional and country GIS data layers and poster maps, to support the scale-up of solar power in our client countries.
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Corporate Governance . Remuneration and Incentives . Key Sectors Stephen is a leading expert in corporate law and M&A with particular expertise in cross-border public and private M&A. Key Services . Mergers and Acquisitions . Public mergers and acquisitions Stephen is the Managing Partner of Competition, Regulation and Trade. Key Services
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Environmental governance is a concept in political ecology and environmental policy that advocates sustainability (sustainable development) as the supreme consideration for managing all human activities—political, social and economic. Governance includes government, business and civil society, and emphasizes whole system management. To capture this diverse range of …
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Global. Spain Latin America Portugal Social and Governance (ESG) Cuatrecasas launches ESG unit. More details. Competition and EU Law Finance Event. La nueva Ley alemana de cadena de suministro y su impacto en España
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Sign the “Anti-corruption Call to Action”, which is a call from Business to Governments to address corruption and foster effective governance for a sustainable and inclusive global economy. Your company’s participation in this Call to Action underscores your continued efforts to integrate anti-corruption into your strategies and operations.
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Global Impact Meeting urgent needs worldwide Health & Safety; Human Rights Furthering dignity and worth Intellectual Property The benefits of fair competition
Principle 10 | UN Global Compact Global Law Experts (GLE) is the premier guide to leading attorneys throughout the world. We are the only organisation to recommend just one legal expert in each key practice area and country. We do this to avoid repetition, competition and extensive comparative research when selecting external legal counsel.

Global Solar Atlas | World Bank Group From the growth in merger control call-in rights to tougher global foreign investment scrutiny, to the rising consumer demand for tougher online and tech regulation, competition law's role in 'building back better' after the pandemic is increasingly both important and complicated.

Leading law firm | Cuatrecasas Governance is all the processes of interactions be they through the laws, norms, power or language of an organized society over a social system (family, tribe, formal or informal organization, a territory or across territories). It is done by the government of a state, by a market, or by a network. It is the decision-making among the actors involved in a collective problem ...